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The Workshop

The Environmental Science Art workshop is designed to interest primary school students in 

environmental matters through drawing in the field, research, discussion, and painting. The students 

work together to create a large painting  representing individual habitats within an ecosystem  

showing associated land and marine animal and plant communities. 

During a field trip to the beach students make a visual survey by looking carefully and drawing the 

flora and fauna. More drawings are made in the classroom with reference material, building on the 

field observations. Attention is given to the importance of micro and macro flora and fauna as the 

basis of the food chain. 

Working individually with the artist, students learn how to plan a painting, sketch with charcoal, mix 

colour and apply paint.  The whole school community watch the artwork growing and other students 

are encouraged to become involved in the environmental issues.  

The painting and this presentation which documents the project are learning tools for other year 

groups in the school community. 



Going to Woodman Beach for a morning of looking and drawing.



Craig Wilson from South Metropolitan Coast Care NRM joined us to help identify the plant, 

bird  and animals that were found. 



Drawing is a great way to learn about nature because you have to look really carefully and work slowly and 

methodically. This plant Euphorbia is not a native dune plant, all the same it stabilizes the sand stopping the 

wind from blowing away the dunes and provides shelter for small animals and insects. 

Of course a native plant would be better.



Once you start looking you find lots of interesting things



Dune Plants



Field sketches with notes are very useful for remembering 

what you saw and for looking things up later



How many different types of marine plants can you find along the shore?

Posidonia australis                    Amphibolis griffithi Green Algae on seagrass        Kelp and Red Algae



Wet wrack, which is a combination of storm tossed seagrass and algae, is home to lots of tiny macro 

invertebrates which are food for birds and small fish. When you are at the beach look carefully and you 

will see sand hoppers jumping about, they are not much bigger than a grain of sand.  Keep looking you 

will see lots more.



A



Amphibolis antarctica and Globe Fish



Blue Swimmer Crabs like being in the seagrass 

because there are lots of delicious things to eat 

there.  They are very brave and fierce and wave 

their claws if disturbed by a snorkeler trying to 

get  a good photo like I was here.  This crab in the 

photo rushed out of the seagrass and dug himself 

into the sand so fast  he just seemed to disappear 

in a moment. This is a very good way to hide 

from predators.  





Every little plant on the dune is adapted to grow in very harsh circumstances and each plays an 

important role in dune stabilization. Without  plants to hold the sand in place the dunes would simply 

blow away and the coast would become more and more eroded with each storm. The dunes with their 

plants are a habitat for many different creatures like this little spider

Coastal Saltbush seedling   above

Spinifex hirsutus                  right



Biologists have to be detectives sometimes looking carefully at tracks to work out which 

animals live in which place. They often collect the poo of animals to see what they eat.

See if you can find any tracks or animal droppings and work out which animal made them. 

Do you ever find mouse droppings in the food cupboards or under your bed at home?



Animals in the wild don’t always appear when you want to draw them so sometimes you have to look 

them up in books.



After a field trip it is good to look 

up what you saw and try to work 

out what it is. 







Within the ocean there are many different habitats that offer food and protection for 

different marine communities. Think about which animals live where and what special 

adaptations they need to survive in their environment:  for example fish have gills to 

breathe underwater.



Year 6 students plan the big painting:   What goes where?    Who lives where?



Painting in the background







Now the students and make a charcoal sketch of  their special thing, then a colour sketch before 

adding it to the large painting.



Dune Plants



Pigface is the name given to this hardy little succulent plant with the pink flower that grows so well on 

our dunes. Onion Weed, which is an introduced species from India, also has succulent leaves but they 

are longer and thinner. Dune revegetation projects are replacing onion weed with native species. The 

silver grey plant, coastal salt bush, is native to the WA coast from Shark Bay to Esperance.



Skinks and Lizards find lots of delicious 

things to eat in the sand dunes like birds 

eggs and moths. 



So far



Mosaic  Sea Star and a Pencil Sea Urchin



Starfish are not really fish at all they are part of the Echinoderm  family and related to Sea Urchins. 

They are funny looking cousins. Starfish can be animal eating, plant eating or eat everything . 

They eat by moving their stomach outside their body through the mouth hole to surround the food. 

When the food is digested the stomach goes back inside.  Starfish can grow back arms if they get 

broken  or bitten off.





Year one students thinking about all the different things that live within the coastal environment.



Box Fish

We have quite a few different varieties of Box Fish at our beaches. 

Their hard outside body shell can’t bend  so they must move by 

paddling fast with their fins. They are very funny to watch. 

Sometimes you can find dried ones on the beach like the painting 

above.



Oystercatchers fossick along the shore for bivalve 

mussels which they pluck out of the wet sand with 

their long orange beaks. This one is the Pied 

Oystercatcher there is also the Sooty variety which 

is black all over.



Fire fish are also known as Lionfish. They like  shady places like caves and 

under jetties. The spines of these beautiful fish are venomous and the pain 

from a puncture wound very severe. If you see one just look, don’t touch.





Octopus can change colour  and shape to blend in with almost any marine environment. There is an 

octopus hiding amongst the brown algae in this picture. Can you see him?





The octopus in the photo is 

hurrying away as fast as it 

can, which is a very good 

defence. The blue ringed 

octopus is very poisonous 

and the blue rings flash 

brightly when it is 

distressed to warn predators 

away. If you find one at the 

beach it is best not to touch. 





Cnidarians
There are lots of different 

types of jelly fish in the sea. 

Jellyfish sometimes provide 

protection for juvenile fish 

who shelter amongst the 

stinging tentacles.

Not all jellyfish sting, some 

like the sea comb jelly (below 

centre) have shimmering light 

cells that change colour 

instead. 



Sea Nettle Jellyfish is very beautiful but the sting is very severe. If you see one of these it is a good idea to leave the 

water and warn other swimmers.



Sea comb or Sea Gooseberry



Stingers are very common at all Perth beaches during the hot summer months. Being transparent 

they are very hard to see. Bicarbonate of Soda or vinegar are both good treatments for the sting.



Mussels are filter feeders which 

means they sieve nutrients out of the 

water as it flows past. Because of 

their simple digestive system they 

tend to accumulate heavy metal  

poisons that are in the water. 

Mussels near industrial places like 

harbours are tested for this. 





Barnacles surrounded by different 

types of  green and red algae and a 

Nudibranch are all shown painted here 

on a rock.

Nudibranch photo by Kristen Anderson



Encrusting coral and sponges



There are lots of different types of Sponges. 

Here are purple and orange encrusting 

Sponge and a dry basket sponge.  Notice the 

crab sheltering amongst the orange sponge 

and algae so effectively.  Anemone are often 

found growing  in the same environment as 

sponges.



Anemones have a bowl 

shaped body with 

tentacles around the rim 

and a mouth like opening 

in the middle. The white 

ones that grow in the sand 

and the orange ones that 

grow amongst sponges on 

reefs and pylons can be 

found at all Perth beaches. 



Many different types coral grow along the south west coast because of the warm water of the Lewin 

Current.  Pocillopora Coral  (below  right) is widespread on the south side of Rottnest Island, if you are 

lucky you can find small colonies at metropolitan beaches. Encrusting corals, sponges and algae crowd 

each other on the underside of a rocky overhang.





Southern Fiddler Ray (above left) This ray does not have a venomous spine like other rays and 

stingarees. Instead it has a row of sharp spikes which are called denticles along its back.  Better not to 

step on him. 

The Circular Stingaree  (above right) lies buried in the sand during the day with only the eyes showing, 

preferring to hunt at night.



The Moon Wrasse is one of a large family of 

brightly coloured  tropical fish. We have many 

varieties along the Perth shores because the 

Lewin current makes the water warm enough. 

Below is a King Wrasse which goes through 

several colour changes throughout its life. 



King Wrasse



Cuttlefish are a Mollusc of the

type Cephalopoda which

means feet coming out of the

head. Like their cousins Squid

and Octopus they are very

clever at camouflage and can

change colour to blend in with

their surroundings.

They have an internal shell

which is very light because it

is made up of tiny air filled

compartments which help

them to go up and down in the

water. These white foamy

shells can often be found

washed up on the beach like

the one on the left side of the

detail below.



Squid



Sea Hare, Nudibranch and Marine Snail

All of these are molluscs and related to the snails that live in your garden. There are many different 

marine snails to be found along the Perth coast.  They have a larval stage and  are released and 

disperse over long distances in the water currents. The photo bottom right shows the front door of the 

shell, called the operculum, open with two antennae poking out. The mollusc is checking that it is safe 

to come out, a sensible thing to do when many of your neighbours would be happy to have you for 

lunch.

Sea Hare Marine Snail  Nudibranch 



Empty Southern Pheasant Shells can often be found on the beach. 

These shells are a type of mollusc called gastropods which means 

stomach foot.  Live ones in the water feed mostly at night on the 

epiphytes (all the things that grow) on seagrass. During the day 

they hide in the sand amongst the seagrass. These molluscs have a 

trap door called an operculum that can shut tight when there is 

danger.



Lots of different types of Crabs  can be found  scuttling around in the rocks on all  Australian 

beaches. See how many you can see next time you go to the sea. Look amongst the rocks.





Red Lipped Morrowongs are plentiful at Perth beaches and don’t seem to be bothered by snorkelers, 

so you can get a good look at them.



Port Jackson Sharks are very common along the West Australian 

coast. They grow to 1.5 metres and feed on sea urchins, molluscs 

shellfish and fish.

Baby sharks are laid in egg cases called  mermaids purse. They take 

up to  twelve months to gestate and then they must bite their way 

out. Juvenile sharks are about 24 cm long when they emerge.





Leatherjacket 

In the photo on the right, two Rough 

Leatherjacket almost completely blend 

in with the rocks and kelp. 

The painted specimen bottom right is a 

Blue-lined Leatherjacket. All these fish 

are very curious and will swim towards 

snorkelers to have a look. They have a  

large spine on the head which sticks up 

if there is danger. They have very 

leathery skin.

Horseshoe Leatherjacket below



The marine plants that fill the ocean garden supply shelter and food for many different species 

from macro invertebrates to big mammals like dugongs. Just like the dune plants each has a 

part to play and each is important.



Common Kelp is a type of brown algae that grown on reefs attaching by a holdfast shown below left. 

Sea urchins and some fish eat kelp. Many different marine species shelter amongst the kelp.



Amphibolis antarctica

Halophila ovalis



A painting of a Seagrass meadow with three different types of seagrass pictured 

Posidonia australis           Amphibolis antarctica      Amphibolis griffithii                

Painting by Angela Rossen



The many seagrass leaves in seagrass meadows provide a large area for other plants and animals to grow on.



Posidonia australis  Strapweed



A bewildering array of algae grow abundantly along Australian coast. Each is amazingly beautiful.

Caulpera above and below The Sea Grapes  green algae                            Sargassum Weed   brown algae

Sea Berries   green algae                                   Red Shield        red algae



Notice how carefully the students are mixing 

colour to show  how the plants really look.



Meadows of  this Amphibolis antarctica seagrass grow all around the coast of  southern  Australia.  

Epiphytes grow on their wiry stems and many species hide in their shelter particularly in the juvenile 

stages. So the seagrass meadows are vast nurseries for lots of different creatures.



When you look  along the edge of a seagrass meadow you often find whole schools of baby fish. These 

little orange ones sheltering above are juvenile Roughies.



Brightly coloured marine 

snails and foramifera, that look 

like little white disks, can be 

found on the flat blades of  

Posidonia seagrass. They are 

shown  here behind the 

leatherjacket.

The wireweed has coralline 

algae growing on the stems.

Bryozoans and algae attach to 

the stems of the Wireweed 

Amphibolis  antarctica



Brown Algae 

growing on 

the stems of 

Wireweed 

Amphibolis 

antarctica



Funnel Weed is a delicate type of 

Alga that comes in two colours: plain 

brown and bright iridescent blue 

when the sunlight shines at a 

particular angle. Both are common at 

all Perth beaches.



Ascidians
Are also called Sea Tulips and look a bit like aliens they have a strong 

stems that attach permanently to reefs or other hard surfaces where they 

sway in the surge.  Although they look like plants they are invertebrate 

filter feeders that suck water into the gut through one siphon and expel it 

through the other. They are actually many  tiny individual animals that 

make up a colony.



Garfish like to hide in shallow water around seagrass where they are hard to see and can find lots of 

delicious things to eat. Garfish have a very long lower long jaw with a pink tip.



Peregrine Falcon, Little Eagle, White Fronted Sea Eagle (top) and Osprey (below)

Raptors are fierce hunters that catch prey with their claws and use their razor sharp beaks to tear it apart. 



The Osprey is a type of sea eagle. It 

uses its powerful  raptor claws for 

snatching fish out of the ocean. Ospreys 

build big nests out of twigs which they 

return to year after year.



Osprey



Different birds have different shaped beaks, why would that be?



Sanderling (left) and Greenshanks(below) 

breed in the northern hemisphere and then make the long 

journey to Australia every year. These little wading birds can be 

seen on all of Perth's beaches.



Painting the Crested Terns



Amongst the beach detritus  are lots of different types of shells, tubeworm casings, dried out fish and 

bits of seagrass and algae.



Chitons are a type of mollusc that attaches to rocks at the edge of the sea. They feed on algae. Their 

shell is made up of eight separate plates and they can roll up if attacked. Of course their best defence is 

to stay clamped to the rock.





The Marine Slater is a cousin of the garden Slater that you find at home under the flower 

pots.  It has long antennae at the front and three spikes at the back. It is also related to crabs, 

prawns and lobsters.





Isopods (top right and left) and Marine Slaters 

live within the shelter of Seagrass meadows and 

are food for many marine and bird species.



Nudibranchs are easy to find in shallow sub tidal habitats. You will see them on sponges which they  eat,  

they also eat algae.  The next time you are snorkelling see if you can find one, they can grow to 6 cm long.
Nudibranch Photo bottom  left Kristen Anderson 



Stinging Hydroids
Hydroids are  not a plant but colonies of tiny polyps  that form 

waving branches with stinging cells. It is best to look only 

because of the stinging cells.  They attach to the stems of 

wireweed seagrass, amongst algae and anywhere they can get a 

hold. One can often find them on the pylons of jetties amongst 

encrusting sponges.



Hard surfaces in the ocean like pylons, reef and even shells tend to become encrusted with sponges, corals, barnacles, 

molluscs, algae and anything  that can get a grip. How many different creatures can you see in the photos  here?



Brown Algae, Purple Sponge, White Sand Anemones, Sea Grapes (Green Algae)

are all growing on a section of limestone reef.



Cup Sponge above left 

Coral Turbinaria platata Photographed at Cottesloe Beach

Left Swimming Mollusc with mantle showing



Rocks and pylons provide a shelter for many different creatures some of which attach themselves and even 

grow on top of each other. Crustaceans (crabs and crayfish) and molluscs like living amongst all this clutter. 

Feeding Barnacles         Crayfish Encrusted Shell Encrusted pylon at Coogee Beach



Crayfish are sometimes called the cockroaches of the sea because they are great scavengers 

and like blowies help to keep the ocean tidy. Juvenile crayfish forage and shelter in seagrass 

meadows. Adult crayfish shelter in caves and crevices in  reefs. 



Bait Fish
Bait fish swim together in 

large groups or shoals 

because there is safety in 

numbers and they all hope 

that the ones on the outside 

will be eaten first.  You can 

find them at  most Perth 

beaches all year around. 



Old Wife Fish Skipjack Trevally                        Dhufish Stripy

Hawksbill Turtle                          Blue Spot Flathead Gurnard Perch

Cuttlefish Globe Fish Flounder



Blowfish
It is easy to find blowies in the sea. Some 

people think they are a nuisance because they 

nibble at bait but they have an important role 

in the ecosystem.  Because they are such good 

scavengers and there are so many of them 

they keep the coastal waters clean by eating 

scraps.





We are very lucky to have lots of different sea 

birds living and visiting our shores.  Next time 

you are at the beach see how many different 

species you can spot.  Also look in the dunes. 

Above White Faced Reef  Heron. Left a Pied 

Cormorant is being painted standing on a rock.



Whales, the biggest creatures in the 

ocean, eat plankton which are tiny 

invertebrates.



The micro invertebrates and plankton are the most important part of the food chain because everything 

eats something that eats them. The abundance and diversity of the micro invertebrates in the water is 

an indication of how clean the water is. We painted them much bigger in our picture so that they 

wouldn't be forgotten. 

Crab larvae          Anemone larvae       Sea flea

Porpita a type of Plankton







Top left Crested Tern

Bottom left      Ibis

Above               White Necked Heron





Weedy Sea Dragon

There is great concern for the future of 

sea dragons. The beaches of south west 

Australia are the only place in the world 

where they live but they are under severe 

threat by habitat destruction,  marine 

pollution and people collecting them for 

aquariums. 

Weedy Sea Dragons are being bred in 

captivity and released at Perth beaches but 

the best way to ensure their survival is to 

protect them in their own environment. 



Fairy Penguins on the beach with a flounder swimming by in the shallow water



Seagulls are a familiar sight on our beaches. They are very 

good scavengers and because of this have bred up in great 

numbers.  Bread and chips make them sick.  It is best not to 

feed animals in the wild.



This group of Terns includes two 

speckled juveniles like the one 

painted on the right



Banded Lapwing Plover



Baby birds and eggs in the nest are very 

vulnerable to attack by other birds, snakes, skinks 

and feral animals such as foxes and cats. If you 

let your cat out at night it is almost certainly  

hunting native animals.

Above Seagull nest with one chick and two 

brown speckled eggs. If you find a nest make 

sure you don’t disturb it. Left  pied oystercatcher 

on her nest. Her eggs are also speckled but 

lighter than the seagull ones.





The black and white striped fish is called Old 

Wife. These lovely fish are abundant along the 

Perth coast.  The red fish to the right is a White 

Barred Box Fish. These fish have a hard bony 

outside which is really fused scales.   Peeking out 

of his hole in the reef  through a leafy algae 

garden is an eel.

The White Faced Reef Heron in the photo seems 

to be looking for his dinner.





2011 Years 3, 4, 5, and 6 students at 

Our Lady of Mount Carmel Primary School in Hilton West Australia 

painted the biodiversity that is to be found at the beach. 

Artwork Acrylic on Board 1200 x 2400 mm 



Kestrel Tube Worm  on beach

Zebra Fish (Bream) Moon Wrasse

Stripy Fish Turks Head Shell

Southern Fiddler Ray Scallop Shells

Seagull Black Spot Goatfish

Greenshank Pelican on the water

Two Seals Red Lipped Morrowong

Grey Reef Heron Seagull on  rock

King Wrasse Marine Mollusc

Nudibranch Seagull flapping on beach

Globe Fish Swimming Brown Stripy Starfish

Pheasant Shell Shell

Blue Swimmer Crab

Gold Spot Trevally

Cuttlefish

Old Wife Fish

Blue Lined

Leatherjacket

White Barred Boxfish

See if you can find all the things painted by Year Three students.



Octopus Banded Lapwing Plover

Encrusting Corals and 

Sponges

Moth

Hermit  Crab White Fronted Sea Eagle

Dune Lizard Shell

Rams Horn Shell Gurnard Perch

Squid Shell

Biscuit Starfish Eastern Curlew

Shells John Dory

Barnacles Dhufish

Shell Coral Anemone

Marine Slater

Blue Swimmer Crab

Port Jackson Shark

Blur Ring Octopus

Crested Tern Flying

Flounder

Violet Snails

Sea Nettle Jellyfish

See if you can find all the things painted by Year Four students.



Lion Fish Dry Sea Urchin

Turtle Blue Spot Flathead

Cormorant Cross Back Stingaree

Dolphin Stinging Hydroids

Saw Tooth Weed Blowies

Shark and Cup Sponge Cactus Seaweed

Caulpera Algae Chiton

Crab and Anemone 

Larvae

Baitfish Shoal ,Coral

Ascidia - Sea Tulip

Pelican Flying Algae near Cuttlefish

Mollusc Swimming Sea Flea and Plankton

Osprey Flying

Seagrass Snails

Weedy Sea Dragon

Epiphytes

Sea Jelly Isopod

Baby Pempheris Fish Comb Jelly and Stingers

Seagull nest Fairy Penguins

Orange Nudibranch

Whale

Brown Algae

Sand Hopper

See if you can find all the things painted by Year Five students.



Seagrass Meadow Starfish

Dry Box Fish Orange Crab

Dry Globe Fish Brown Crab

Dune Grass Coastal Daisy Bush

Spinifex hirsutus Sea Urchin

Succulent Dune Grass Garfish Shoal

Sea Urchin underwater Sea Hare 

Goat Fish Kelp

Tiger Snake Halophila ovalis 

Paddle weed

Sanderling Pied Oyster Catcher on Nest

Dune Onion Tubeworm underwater

King Skink Anemone

Native Pigface Dune  Plant Eel

Seagull on beach

Marine Snail

Crested Tern Juvenile

Cormorant

Beach Evening Primrose 

See if you can find all the things painted by Year Six students.



Note for Teachers

This environmental project can be based around an environment near your school that is familiar to your students. It is a good idea to get the 

students to take photos of the local flora and fauna which can be used to draw from  in addition to drawing in the field.  Bringing specimen 

back to the class room  risks damaging the environment that the students are being taught to value and protect.  

When the students identify the specimen they have photographed  they will be learning more than the names of the subjects.  You will need 

good field guide books that are local.  The WA Museum  have published many and so have Department of Fisheries and Department of

Environment and Conservation  in association with CSIRO. Many municipalities and local  Naturalist clubs will have species lists that they 

will be pleased to make available. The Water Authority have compiled  a teacher  resource packages that will extend the learning possibilities 

for  this  type of  project. Consider becoming a Waterwise School.  Metro NRM Coast Care officers are a great resource for coastal projects. 

The Gould League is another organization that will offer helpful local knowledge and a great outing to the Herdsman Lake Centre. Swan 

River Authority Ribbons of Blue have an educational outreach,  check their website and give them a call.

Useful  local  field guide books  for Perth Metropolitan area. If you know of any others please let me know. 

Marine Plants of Australia John M Husiman UWA Press

Sea Stingers Loisette Marsh and Shirley Slack-Smith WA Museum

Coastal Plants Kingsley Dixon CSIRO Publishing

Beneath Busselton Jetty A Storrie S Morrison P Morrison DEC

Wildlife of the Perth Region S Neville Simon Neville Publications

Beachcombers Field Guide Dep Fisheries and Coastwest

Leaf and Branch Robert Powell DEC

Birds of Australia Pizzey and Knight Angus and Robertson

Marine  and Estuarine Fish of SW Australia Barry Hutchings Martin Thompson WA  Museum 

Sea Slugs of Western Australia Wells and Bryce WA  Museum

Coastal Plants Perth & SW Elizabeth Rippey UWA Publishing

You are welcome to use this presentation as a template for your project. See if you can improve on it. Send me a photo or documentation of 

what you do with your class, I would love to see. Or get me to run it for you. 

Angela Rossen



Special thanks to the following for kindly assisting with the Our Lady of Mt Carmel 

Ocean Environmental Science Art Workshop.

Di Walker

Emeritus Professor  Plant Biology UWA  for advice on the biodiversity portrayed in the painting  and slide 

show.

Craig Wilson 

Coast Care Officer South Metropolitan NRM for bringing his expertise to the introduction session and field    

trip.

Shayne Boyle 

Fremantle Council Horticulture Officer  Parks and Gardens for identifying plants.

The Parents and Friends Association of Our Lady of Mt Carmel Primary School for funding the workshop.

Tania Thuijs OLMC Principal for making the project happen.



For more information about school workshops contact

Angela Rossen Artist

www.angelarossen.com

info@angelarossen.com

Phone 08 93374183       Mobile      043 9901 362

© This presentation may be used to teach children about the beauty, diversity and fragility of nature and the need to

protect it. The content and images in this presentation are still copyright and may not be reproduced or distributed in

whole or in part for profit. This presentation may not be used by any corporation, commercial entity or government

department without permission in writing from Angela Rossen.


